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Editor’s Edicts
By the time you read this Christmas will
be over, we will be into January 2018,
and I’m sure that some of us will have
already started to break our well intentioned New Year’s Resolutions.

on our club), will be generously donated
to Sporting Bears. A reminder of Phill’s
details: mail@pbrigstock.co.uk.

We managed to get some good Press
coverage in Classic Car Weekly during
The main picture on the cover is taken the recent Lancaster Classic Show at the
from outside Westminster Abbey at the NEC, and you can see the articles on Pagmeticulously organised London Event, es 26-27.
which you can read all about on Page
36. We also have a lovely little report We also have a report from Stuart
written by two-year old Theo James Swift, Thompson’s Ireland Road Trip, who was
who was one of the very lucky charity the lucky winner of the Members Raffle
members to have gone on this amazing described in the Summer Edition of this
day, and he wrote his report for the Erbs magazine.
Palsy magazine. It’s always interesting to
get a perspective from the children and Moving on to events for this year, you will
families themselves, and it is very gratify- see a list of approved events on Page 43,
ing to get this kind of feedback. I have to but don’t despair if this looks a little thin.
say that he seems very advanced to be There are many more coming through the
able to write such a report at two years pipeline thick and fast, so please keep an
old (either that or his Mum wrote it for eye on the website for more up to date
him, I’m not sure which.....).
details. We have approvals already for
the Practical Classics Classic Car & ResThe smaller picture on the cover page toration Show, which will be held at the
features Robin Hood & Little John from NEC in Birmingham from 23rd - 25th
the LMS Press Day, although I’m sure March, and you will see the official ad on
you’ll never be able to guess which city Page 17. Similarly, the Silverstone Clasit was held in.
sic, which is being held on 20 - 22 July is
already being advertised with early bird
You may recall from the Summer Edition prices (see Page 20).
of this magazine that Phill Brigstock was
asking for help with amusing motoring That’s it for this one. Happy reading, and
stories, especially during Sporting Bears even happier driving.
events, and additionally Ferrari related
stuff. He has received some very useful Keith Borkett
information from a few Bears members, editor@sportingbears.co.uk
but would like more if possible. Don’t forget that any profit made from the forthcoming book (which will include a chapter

We also have a
lovely little report
written by two-

Theo
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very lucky charity
members to have
gone on this
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ChairBear’s Chatter

W

ell it looks like winter is finally here.
How do I know this? Because we
have just had the NEC event and now all
I can see all over Facebook is excitable
chatter about upcoming Teddy Bear runs!

the disabled toilets!! Well I don’t need
to elaborate any further but the more I
thought about it the more horrified I became that these families have enough to
deal with without this undignified addition
to their lives. So well done to a funny and
It was great to catch up with so many of smart young man for taking the reins on
you at the NEC, a massive thank you to this challenge. His petition can be signed
Andrew Lake and his team for their mon- at change.org just search for Zack Kerr
umental efforts which marked the 25th
year of Sporting Bears at the NEC. As So the winter projects are lining up, the
usual it was the opportunity to acknowl- committee have plans to upgrade the
edge the unsung hero of the club, thank website and look at a few structural
you so much for all of the nominations, projects. We are all looking forward to
all of them were very deserving. The the AGM, as always it would be great
winners this year were Steve and Jan to see anyone there. Back at home, well
from Guernsey and Rachel Walker - we the building work continues but doesn’t
were fortunate enough that Mike Brewer look like we will have our new kitchen
agreed to present the award and Steve for Christmas - well it’s only a roast dinand Jan were there to accept it. There ner, and there’s always next year. The
then posed a small problem as Steve and cars are heading for the garage and
Jan had flown in from Guernsey and had their winter covers, I am hoping to have
a luggage restriction so the fact that the my 356 back on the road for the spring,
award was shared this year actually be- so that should keep me busy most of the
came fortuitous. The award made its way winter.
to settle in the home of Rachel Walker,
possibly next to the snake vivarium, for As I write it is time to dig out the Christthe first 6 months and it will then head off mas decorations, but it will be 2018 by
to Guernsey for the summer.
the time you read this, so I hope that you
had a great Christmas and are looking
As I signed off from my last bear chatter forward to 2018.
we were heading off to Aintree to take
amazing children and families around Best wishes, Lisa
the track there. I know I have mentioned
before how much I enjoy these days not
only for the fun and smiles but also for the Vice ChairBear
chance to meet some incredible people.
s the days are getting colder many of
This year I met a young man called Zack
our Bears are taking the opportunity
Kerr. Zack is 22 years old and spends to hibernate their cars, many others usmost of his day in a specially made elec- ing the time to tinker or maybe install uptric wheelchair. After chatting to Zack grades, but respect must go to Clive Ford
for a while he started to tell me about for keeping many southern Bears from
his campaign. Zack has started an on- doing this with his three Smiles events on
line petition to campaign for changing the Isle of Wight still to come.
facilities for older children and adults in
public places, starting with motorway ser- The winter lull is also a great time to revice stations. I had never really thought flect on our many achievements in this moabout this but imagine travelling with an mentous year - we’ve marked 25 years
older child, or even just being out for a of Dream Rides® at the NEC, celebrated
day, and they need to be changed - cur- donating a whopping £2M to childrens’
rently they are forced to use the floor of charities and also seen a number of new

Lisa Binfield,
ChairBear

The winners this
year were Steve
and Jan from
Guernsey and Rachel Walker - we
were fortunate
enough that

Mike

Brewer agreed to
present the award
and

Steve and

Jan were there to
accept it.

A
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Jo Parish,
Vice ChairBear

events and event organisers around the country. A mas- members page, do please look it up and request to
sive thank you to everybody who has played a part this join. If you can please note your Membership number it
year.
really helps, especially if your FB name & membership
name differ. Look out for Stuart’s holiday write up on
Do please keep an eye on the Events diary, some have Page 32.
already been approved for 2018 with many more
coming over the next weeks & months.
Hope you have a restful winter break & look forward
to seeing many of you at events soon
Finally, cast your mind back to the Members’ raffle for
a Stena Line ferry crossing, winner Stuart took his trip
recently, it’s been great to see his updates on the FB regards, Jo

The Brighstone Tree Festival - Linda Edge

T

he Brighstone Tree Festival is now in its 21st year
and was held from 7th to 10th December 2017. This
major Isle of Wight Festival celebrated its “coming of
age” this year with over 200 beautiful “theme decorated” Christmas Trees on display in seven very different
locations (Brighstone Church, the Methodist Church, The
Wilberforce Hall, The Three Bishops Pub, The Reading
Rooms, Mottistone Church and the Isle of Wight Pearl).
The majority of these are charity trees and this year
Sporting Bears had one of their own.
There were several concerts both during the festival and
even into the following week (all in the Parish Church
set against the backdrop of all the trees). There was a
myriad of attractions to entertain the thousands of vis-

itors and put everyone in the
festive mood and it’s all FREE.
Carol singing, handbell ringing,
craft fairs, mini market, lace
making demonstrations, cake
and biscuit raffles, Santa in the
Winter Wonderland Snow Grotto, daily refreshments available,
soup lunches, hog roast, and a
free glass of mulled wine (while
stocks last) in the Reading Rooms and Social Club.
Trees in three of the locations were on show until Jan
2nd 2018. With over 50 trees on display in Brighstone
Church alone - the background effect to the carol service and concerts was truly magical.
This year we welcomed the return of the “Nativity Pageant”. Performed every two years with a cast drawn
from local residents, performed through the village - in
the open air, the biblical story retold.
To date nearly £110,000 for local and national charities has been raised.
Linda
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Membership Report - Peter Gillatt

M

embership continues to remain very strong with
765 memberships and1225 members - so a BIG
thanks to you all for another year of membership payments.

Remember as a Bear you can log in online and check
out or make any changes to your membership, especially any change of email and postal address - otherwise
you may be wondering why its gone quiet!! If needed
you can contact me directly and I will sort it out.

the members behind the
scenes are crucial to making an event work so we
always need all the help
we can get in raising the
charity funds.
Well the Event Diary is
starting to fill up again
and there are some new
events and locations looming which is fantastic. But
please don’t leave it to
others - if you have a great idea for the Bears rolling
up and raising funds please share it and I guarantee
you will get a lot of support in making it happen, and
maybe raising funds for a good cause close to you.

Membership cards are online when you log on to your
membership, those members who wish to be posted a
membership card just let me know, and those that want
to splash out £3 on the plastic cards again just let me
know. Either way don’t panic as all our Regional Organisers can always check your membership prior to
Look forward to catching up in 2018 and enjoy your
any event, so you don’t always need to carry a card.
Hibernation!!!
As many of you attend lots of events remember to encourage people we meet that they can easily become
members and that you don’t need a supercar or su- Peter Gillatt
perclassic, as you see at any event there is a diverse Membership Secretary
range of wonderful vehicles - also as many of you know membership@sportingbears.co.uk

The Shires at Blenheim 2017 - Dave Muttock

A

gain the Shires were invited to attend the Horse Trials at Blenheim Palace. A very prestigous event,
it’s not a show about cars, but the members and families who attend all say it’s a real chill out affair, whilst
still putting out a message from the Sporting Bears to a
different section of the community. Year after year we
are welcomed to the show, and I for one look forward to
this time of the year in our events catalogue - you don’t
have to be into horses to enjoy the event.
I was first to arrive at our designated stand area and
quickly put up the flag to give the members a visual
point to find us and very soon the cars started to arrive.
About 13 cars in all came complete with chairs and picnic paraphernalia, and after meeting and greeting we
all settled down to enjoy the day. The weather was not
perfect but it stayed dry. We had a good turn out of
cars of all marques as the images show.
A big thank you to Blenheim Palace events committee
and we look forward to next year.
Dave M
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Surfing Bears Report - Baz Firth

H

ello all, I trust you all had a great Xmas and New
Year and that Santa was kind to you and yours.
Welcome to the roundup of activities we have carried
out since my last Bear Facts submission. There have been
several events across this time where I have had the opportunity to meet lots of people where myself and the
team have explained the great things we do as a Club
and I would like to extend a very warm welcome to all
of you who went on to join up. I look forward to meeting
you all again at the events planned across 2018.
During May a few of us became aware of boy called
Ollie and his ongoing fight against a brain tumour. It
didn’t take
us long to realise that we
may be able
to help in
some small
way for his
13th
birthday and a
plan
was
very quickly hatched which eventually saw a California 30HS, 675LT Spider and a 981 Spyder arrive at
his home to
take him and
his
family
to his birthday party at
Char tridge
Lodge.
It
was a very
rare
privilege to be invited to Ollie’s day where bouncy castles,
Stormtroopers and Superheroes were the order of the
day. His smile and extensive giggles on the journey
there in the LT and seeing him enjoy the day
will stay with us for a long time.
In June we were invited to attend a Summer
Ball in support of Julia’s House which was held
in the wonderful Wellington Barn near Calne.
It was a glorious, sunny evening set against
a stunning vista where we all had great fun
with friends, great food, and after much drink
there was the ubiquitous dancing. Throughout
the night there was an auction, silent raffle
and other fund raisers and a very emotive and
moving address by Julia’s House Chief Executive, Martin Edwards. Over £15,000 was raised for Julia’s House and everyone left having had a great night.

The Surfing Bears connection
to Julia’s House came about
through our help to young
William Brannon and we
have formed a very strong
friendship with Mum and
Dad ever since we first
met. A few days after
the ball, a group of us who
knew William were invited
to attend the special opening of a garden in memory
of him at his school. We all
parked up on the school
field as directed and after
a very poignant opening ceremony we helped the mass
balloon release with lots of revs and engine sounds as
William would have wanted. We spent time with his
school friends where they enjoyed seeing and revving
the cars before the Head Teacher said that whilst he
would also love to spend the rest of the day enjoying
our cars and company, that the children had to go back
to lessons. The chilly day ended up with some rain during the ceremony but the weather was soon forgotten,
as nearing completion of the ceremony the clouds parted and the sun and blue skies beamed down on the
school. Very apt in William’s memory as one of his
favourite songs was Mr Blue Sky by ELO and it was time
to reach for the hankies as it was very moving for all
that attended.
July saw the annual International Air Day at Yeovilton
where we had 46 cars on display for the 33,000 visitors
to enjoy. Apart from the visual feast there was the opportunity to talk to so many people to explain what we
do, the money we raise and of course the fun and pride
we have doing it. Following on from previous years we

enjoyed a private tour of the not so diminutive C-17
Globemaster, with each of its four engines producing
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Surfing Bears Report - (cont’d)
43,000 lbs of thrust it is a fair assumption that the £6M
worth of cars that attended came nowhere near that in
BHP terms. Regards ‘Top Trumps’ it also beat our line
up as at a mere £133M per C-17 we just enjoyed the
tour, in awe of the sheer size of the thing.
The day was enjoyed by all, with lots to see and do
across the site and whilst the other 32,908 guests all
endured the traffic at the end of the show, we stayed
on site for the photoshoot and for those that could spare
the time, the Aircrew After Show Party and BBQ. Lots
of very unique photo opportunities for those that could
stay and a brilliant party with lots of fun and Lesley
Vickery’s reaction to seeing the US flight crew gather
around the ‘Chevy’ for the photo was priceless (you’ll
have to wait until Page 43 for the picture).
Later that month a few of us went to the Silverstone
Classic to enjoy a great weekend of ‘petrolheadinism’

to cover materials. So I drove down, paid my £300
deposit and we set about prepping the car ready for
what turned out to be three days of hard, yet rewarding work. I will spare the finer details as I am mindful
that Keith, the Bear Facts Editor, will have finite space,
but suffice to say everything that could come off the
car, came off. Everything that could be degreased and
cleaned on the car was degreased and cleaned, then
cleaned a bit more.
All was going well and I was excited to see the final

result and sharing with friends when my plan to keep it
secret was scuppered by the one, and only, Gary Handa. As the work took place on my birthday I was very
surprised to see Gary and having realised my cover
was blown I asked why he was there, some two hours
away from his home. Gary explained that as it was
my birthday and that he was in area, he wanted to
and wow, my first time there and what a line up. It was pop in with my birthday card. He then presented me
great to see Dave Muttock and other Bears on site fly- with said card and an engraved plaque saying it would
ing the ‘Bears’ flag and helping spread the word. The look perfect on the inside of the boot lid of the Subaru.
weather wasn’t too kind as on the Saturday night the Upon reading it I was very touched by the sentiment but
heavens treated us to the typical ‘balmy mid-summer’ didn’t really understand the context of the presentation.
UK delight of a torrential downpour to challenge our I then turned to Lee to have him give me my deposit
camping skills! Undeterred, the Sunday was another
great day with the F1 Legends and the Group ‘C’ cars
being a personal highlight and seeing quite a few members take part in the parade lap in memory of Bruce
McLaren was impressive as there were 115 McLarens
on track.
With a family holiday booked for August coupled with
a family bereavement it was a quiet month and it was back, I said: “What are you doing mate, there is no way
during this time I took the opportunity to follow up on a you are doing it for free!”, “I am not doing it for free”
conversation with Lee Newham that took place in April. was his reply.
With the humble Subaru being adorned with the same Seeing the complete look of confusion on my face, Lee
stickers for quite some time, I decided it was time for a explained that ‘It’s all paid for mate, there has been
refresh so we planned a date to do something different a group of 35+ that have all chipped in to cover the
and ‘wrap’ the car. Being a good friend (and a great costs”. Lee then went onto explain that at previous
guy), when it came to cost Lee said that if I helped events when he, Gary and indeed my ‘trusting’ wife
him there would be no labour charge and I only had Caitlin had asked for my keys to the car to “grab a
Page 8
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Surfing Bears Report - (cont’d)
bag” etc. they were actually measuring up all the panels to work out how much material was needed. The
wrap was a culmination of months of messaging between them all.
I stood there, dumbfounded, for once speechless, and
very much welling up. That evening after a birthday
bottle or two of red, reflecting on what had transpired
and all those that were involved in the planning and
reveal, I have to put in print that I did indeed have a
little blub, who wouldn’t! Another stark reminder that
the Club is so much more, it really is an extended family
and after the recent bereavement it spirited me on with
a determined aim to continue the work we do for others,
thank you to everyone that was involved.
Very shortly after, we had the Haynes weekend which
consisted of Dream Rides in the afternoon, a charity

ball in support of Julia’s House in the evening and then
the Rare Breeds 100 event the day after. The Dream
Rides went very well considering the very low footfall
at the venue, being a ‘year one’ event there the marketing for the Dream Rides had predominately been
done by me in the run up. At the event wash-up it was
agreed that there would be more support in future as
understandably Haynes were preoccupied with the
Rare Breeds 100 event. Lessons identified for next time.
We had a great selection of cars with something for
everyone and it was really great to have the team from
Support 2Ops on site with us. Specialists in event support it was really beneficial to have them with us, their

support vehicles were invaluable. From an event organisers perspective they had everything from a portable PA system (perfect for Dream Ride promotion), fire
extinguishers, first aid and emergency trained staff, as
well as nearly every bit of kit one could need to recover
a vehicle or two. The added bonus being that William’s
Dad, Mick, is part of the core crew and has extended
their support to any of our events.
Following the Dream Rides it was a quick freshen up
and change into Ball attire for those attending the
evening event at Haynes. Very much in line with my
previous charity ball there, the night was planned with
entertainment from Big Bertie’s Band with the inclusion
of an amazing sleight of hand magician Daniel Chard,
who really was top notch. The evening would not have
been possible without the support of Lordes Luxury Car
Solutions who sponsored the event. Their Operations
Manager, Greg Larkin was our special guest and it was

a pleasure to host Greg and his partner. We were also
joined by Mike Penn the co-founder of Haynes Museum
as our guest speaker and his speech was very informative and funny, with some great memories of his time
working with John Haynes over the years.
There were lots of great prizes on offer from a day out
with Sunseeker on board their new £6.7M superyacht
which included return transport in a Bentley from HR
Owen, to an evening at the Auto Vivendi Clubhouse
party in London and special guest flights with a Gazelle
helicopter display team. Lots of unique prizes which
saw the overall total for the day in support of Julia’s
House sit at just over £5,000, well done to everyone
that helped and attended.
With the busy Saturday complete it was up early again
for the Rare Breeds 100 event on the Sunday. Sadly
the weather was not very kind and it rained for the
majority of the day but we had a great turn out and an
excellent showing from the Bears. We were featured
in the commemorative show magazine and came away
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Surfing Bears Report - (cont’d)
the year as it really was an incredible event. With
huge thanks to Craig and Richard who own the event
and Auto Vivendi, the guests were treated to quite the
day with a vast line up of cars from the Pagani Huayra
Edizioni Speciali to the £5M Koenigsegg One:1 and
everything in between. I am sure I saw those Bears that
attended pinch themselves more than once.
What followed was a day of pure adrenaline. The
sights, the sounds, and the smell of so much horsepower
was intoxicating and most went out as passengers. My
with an award for best in class for the 675 LT Spider
which proved very alluring for Chris and John Haynes
and the other judges. I am not sure why the ‘Strange
Rover’ wasn’t featured more as it is a one off for sure.
Having the opportunity to talk with Chris was really
good as he has asked if we can join up across 2018 on
several events so please keep an eye out on the website
and social media feeds for dates.
Towards the end of September a few of us attended the
last VMax200 event of 2017 and it was a real pleasure to take those who had donated to go as a guest
or those who had won at the various auctions across
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Surfing Bears Report - (cont’d)
with John Rampton, an event that is heavily
supported by Bears members, a shout went
out for some support and I felt duty bound.
What followed was a tragic account of a little boy in Bodmin who at the age of only five
was given a heart wrenching short time to
live due to the brain tumour he had. The request came in and the flag went up for support and it was fantastic to see so many cars
turn up at Cummings of Bodmin in support
of him. As a very young petrolhead, it was
briefed that he has a passion for supercars
so it was brilliant to see so many take their
cars down for him to see and more importantly allow him to ‘rev’. Huge thanks to all
involved, Tim from the Ferrari Owners Club,
Mark from Drive Southwest, Matt from HR
Owen, in fact too many to list (mindful Keith
may be running out of space).
So before I close this article I need to let
you know that the talented and inspirational
13 year old boy Ollie that we met for his
13th birthday sadly lost his fight against the
brain tumour in November, robbing him of his
hopes, ambitions, dreams and goals, and left
his Mum, Dad and brother distraught beyond
words. Those of us who were lucky enough
to help stop their world spinning for a few
short hours at his birthday party were invited to attend his funeral. A challenging event for all but
we went as it was simply the right thing to do.
What transpired was over 500 people from the community attending from all the groups and friends he had,
where brave people stood up in church and gave their
eulogies expressing their admiration, love and pain
through the tears. This, in reflection, made me realise,
again, that the Club is not simply a ‘Google’ search for
cars, or an ‘add on’ to motoring events. The fact that,
unlike other clubs or groups I know, 100% of what we
raise goes directly to our charities sets us apart. The
empathy for those that have had to endure the darkest
days of their lives watching their child lose the battle
galvanises our determination to more.
There are lots of events planned across 2018, if you
feel that you can spare the time and want to be involved then please do get in touch.

favourite quote following the day was “It’s been one
of those days today, passenger in a GTR at 191mph,
McLaren 675LT at 195mph, Porsche 911 Twin Turbo
at 197mph and driving an Aston Martin Vanquish S at
170mph. An awesome day at Vmax200 with 228mph
top speed by the ES Motors 911, and 218mph by the
Koenigsegg One:1, thank you so much for the opportunity”.
It was also a real treat to meet those non Bears that
won the auctions at the events over the year as 90%
of them only attended the charity balls as supporters
of the various charities and as such weren’t declared
‘petrolheads’, most saying that they had only ‘ever seen
cars like this on Top Gear’. The opportunity to grant
them access to such an amazing line up truly is testament to the altruism of the team at Vmax200 who gift
such opportunities to us.
So with all of the planned events across the latter part
of the year complete it was time to get ready for the
winter and due to family circumstances, relax a little. Baz
Then, following a request from a great Bears supporter,
Westley Waller who co-founded the Teddy Bear Run
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Sporting Bears Motor Club
Gambol V for Victory

Friday May 11th – Sunday May 13th 2018
Hello Bears – it’s here again, The Fat Lamb Gambol

We are delighted to announce once more that The Fat Lamb in
conjunction with the Sporting Bears is to run another Spring
Touring Event - our fifth in the series of Gambols and appropriately named Gambol V for Victory. Our theme is to be VE day
which is officially 8th May (this
being the nearest weekend) and we
will be celebrating all things wartime and post war.
I would like to make a direct plea
to new members here. These social
weekends are extremely popular and hark back to the original ethos of the club which whilst always having a charitable aspect was equally as much about enjoying
our cars in the company of like-minded individuals. We always get many familiar
faces every year, but I am particularly keen to welcome new faces to our happy
band of Gambolleers. We are a very friendly bunch and whilst there is an element
of fund raising involved in the event, the primary purpose of these weekends is
for members to socialise and spend
a weekend in each others company,
make new friends and renew old acquaintances, and enjoy using our cars over some of the best driving roads in the country.
Throw in some spectacular scenery, a liberal sprinkling of humour, some fine food and the occasional alcoholic beverage
and you have the recipe for a very enjoyable weekend.
The general format will be along the same lines as in previous years. Friday involves arrival, signing on during the afternoon and meeting your fellow entrants. This is followed
by an informal buffet
style dinner served
in the restaurant to
renew old acquaintances and welcome new ones. On Saturday we
set forth on our first sortie of the weekend, taking a wide sweep
through low lying valleys and picturesque villages to avoid enemy
radar and flack, before swooping in formation on our target – the
Solway Aviation Museum. Here we will tour the museum and have
the option of access into the cockpit of the Vulcan Bomber located
there, before peeling off and rendezvousing at our designated lunch
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stop. After re-fuelling we make a dash for home quickly
gaining height over some wonderful moorland roads before
descending back to the safety of our home landing strip at
The Fat Lamb.
That evening we celebrate a successful mission with a wartime themed four course Victory dinner (powdered egg anyone?) with suitable 40’s/50’s attire to match the occasion.
This year’s chosen charity is once again “The Rainbow
Trust”, and there will be the usual gentle fundraising activity during the evening, and indeed throughout the weekend.
On Sunday, our squadron will tackle the infamous Kirkstone Pass before pressing deep into Lakeland for a roast
lunch prior to boarding our privately chartered boat and taking a leisurely sail around Derwentwater.
After disembarking, those staying for two nights will say their fond farewells and head off into the sunset,
whilst those who have opted to stay an extra night will gently wend their way back to The Fat Lamb or other
hostelry for a final evening to relax and compare notes and share stories from the weekend.
As usual we will have twelve rooms available at the Fat Lamb with overflow B&B accommodation at The
Kings Head, Stouphillgate or other local hostelries as required. Rooms at the Fat Lamb will be allocated on a
first come first served basis, overflow accommodation is currently held till the end of January following which
it will be subject to availability, so early booking is necessary to ensure you get a room.
As in previous years, 10% of all Food and Accommodation sales from the Fat Lamb will go to the charity
in addition to any other funds raised or donated. Price for the whole event is £250.00 per couple, excluding
accommodation but including dinner on the two nights, all coffee, tea, lunch’s, entry fees etc, plus other ancillaries associated with the trips.
Accommodation at both the Fat Lamb and Kings Head will be £103.00/room/ night with the option of a two or
three nights stay. Interested parties please contact me at The Fat Lamb, either by phone on 015396 23242, or
send an e-mail to enquiries@fatlamb.co.uk and we will forward the appropriate entry form.

All the above pictures are taken from last year’s Mediaeval themed Ye Olde Gambolle Forth – a very successful and enjoyable weekend where all concerned had a great time and as a bonus also managed to raise over
£2000 for our nominated charity. We don’t think it’s right that we few should keep all this excitement to ourselves, so come along and join us this year and enjoy the fun and games for yourselves.
Happy driving……………….………………….Paul Bonsall (Grizzly Bear)

STOP PRESS - this tour is already well subscribed, however, there are still a few places left
on the tour with accommodation in an overflow venue.

BEAR FACTS Winter 2017/2018
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Midlands Bears - Alan Moss

W

e have had a busy 2017 with the now traditional “Start the year” lunch in January, followed by
the Dream Rides season opener at the NEC Restoration
Show in March. We have introduced three new Dream
Rides events at the Donington Historic Festival, the Fast
Car Festival (again at Donington) and the Pistons In The
Park event at the Lincolnshire Showground.

We had our annual social visit to the Shelsley Walsh
Classic Nostalgia meeting, and introduced a new static
event in support of the Strongbones Charity national
party.
On Sunday 24th September a dozen cars gathered
for our annual Drive Out Day. We gathered at Philip
Woodfield’s farm in Ratcliffe Culey where we were met
by glorious weather, which was to last all day. More
importantly we were greeted by Phil who generously
supplied bacon and sausage baps with tea and coffee to get us all started. We then embarked on a tour
which took us out of Warwickshire into Leicestershire,
Derbyshire and Staffordshire, on a route meticulously
prepared by Graham Smith.
Our navigation via tulip diagrams, etc. meant that apart
from a few detours we all arrived at our lunch stop at
The Roebuck in Draycott In The Clay. Originally this

your know is a must visit location.
We all had a wonderful day and thanks go to all who
took part, but especially to Graham Smith for the hours
he put into the planning and to Phil Woodfield for his
generous hospitality.
The season for us closes with the Classic Car Show at
the NEC where we provide support to the Dream Rides
event organised so well by Andrew Lake.
I would like to
mention a girl
we have met
through
our
events and who
was a guest
with us at the
Restoration
Show. Her name is Sabah and despite the many life
challenges she has faced, and continues to face, she was
one of the team who recently completed the Rickshaw
Challenge for Children in Need and has a confidence
and determination which is an inspiration.

2018 beckons with our Start the Year lunch in January
was planned to coincide with the official opening of and then we will kick off the Dream Rides season at
their on site micro brewery, which had to be postponed the Restoration Show. We will also be back at the new
following an unfortunate accident to the Head Brewer shows at Donington and Lincoln.
which left him in hospital. We were greeted by a lovely
lunch laid on by the wonderful team at the Roebuck. Thank you to everyone who has supported and helped
We hope to be back when the opening is rescheduled. us throughout 2017, volunteers, marshals, drivers and
Their beers are good and the welcome was wonderful. the various event organisers who have given us the opportunity to continue raising smiles and money.
Worth a visit.
After lunch we continued on to our final destination at Alan
the National Memorial Arboretum, which as many of
Page 14
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Shire Bears - Dave Muttock

W

e were asked to host a television programme
called Salvage Hunters for a donation to the
Shires for a program about a restored Coombs Jaguar
Replica - to which I agreed. It would not interefere with
the normal running of our 2nd visit to Curborough of the

and everyone enjoyed themselves. A big thank you to
all for the help from Members and Friends on the Day
especially Neil Palmer for stepping in to take pictures
all day, bless him. Thank you Neil !
year, anyway. After appealing to SBMC members to
provide a back drop to the filming we were looking forward to the event in aid of NARA the Breathing Charity.

If any Participants wants a copy of images of the day
please send me your name and email addresses.

The day got nearer, then I received a message from
the Salvage Hunters Classic cars saying it would not go
ahead because one of the presenters had been taken
ill - so back to normal then.
I was a bit worried about the day in the wake of Storm
Brian, but I need not have worried - the day went like
Looking forward to 2018 when I shall have a bit more
time as I am becoming semi-retired.
A big big thank you to all those members guests and
Sponsors for this year and for 2018
Dave M

clockwork with all the broad smiles to prove it. It was
a blustery day with the odd shower, but nothing dampened the drivers spirits. I had a bit of a incident on the
way down, with my Westie deciding it did not want to
give me any lights, but with a bit of fiddling they lasted
until the switch burned out so another bit of fettling to
get me home - Hey Ho. The annual shield was won by a
stalwart Member Kev Jarman with his well known to the
Shires Ariel Atom. Food was good, the day was good,
BEAR FACTS Winter 2017/2018
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Caption Competition Results

W

ell, there wasn’t a particularly
good response to this one. Fortunately, our regular competitor Tony
Abbiss stepped forward with a couple
of excellent suggestions to save the day:

“It’s really cool that you want the same
eyeline colour as your car colour”,
OR
“I am so sorry my nail poked you in the
eye - was it my blue one , the purple one
or the cute pinky one…”

The Ignition Festival - Mike Webber

T

he Ignition Festival took place in Glasgow over the
weekend of 4th - 6th of August and was an impressive event with some spectacular offerings for spectators who turned out in their thousands, drawn by the

promise of F1, BTCC and Group B Rally demonstrations.
These very fast cars ran impressively round the perimeter roads of the SECC which, for the occasion, were
lined with temporary grandstands (and crash barriers!).
The exhibition halls were packed with glittering dealer
displays including McLaren, Porsche, Tesla, Ford, BMW
and Abarth, plus club displays and trade stands, while
this year’s outdoor attractions included Sporting Bears
Dream Rides!
Brand Events organise Chris Evans’ CarFests, where the
Dream Rides organised by Max Walker of NW Bears
are hugely popular and raise serious amounts of money
for the very worthy cause. Brand Events approached
Max to see if SBMC would operate Dream Rides at
their event in Glasgow. Bravely Max agreed and he
and his team of SBMC Vice Chair Jo, Graham, Cara,
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Simon and photographer Paul set off north of the border, backed up on Saturday by a contingent of NW
drivers whose cars included a Ferrari 355GTS, Alfa 4C,
Alfa Giulia Quadrifolglio, Lotus Evora and Lotus Exige.
Polars present on Saturday were Mike (Jaguar F- Type),
Paul (Austin Healey) and Hamish (TVR 350C).
The Dream Rides route worked well and it was possible
to impress passengers with full-on acceleration without
the need for excessive speed. The Clyde Tunnel made a
fine echo chamber! On Saturday the sun made an appearance and the good selection of cars were kept busy.
Sunday was a different story with rain much of the day.
Four NW cars stayed over and Polar representation
was limited to Mike and new member Tom Donnachie in
his convertible Mustang. The Mustang proved to be a
star, clocking up a goodly number of roof-down rides
despite the weather.
Whizz Kids Scotland were the nominated charity and
benefitted to the tune of £2,615 - a worthy effort at
the first-time of asking and a credit to SBMC. Hopefully
next year will see more Polar cars and drivers present
supporting this fine event.
Mike Webber
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EXCLUSIVE CLUB SATURDAY OR SUNDAY DISCOUNT**

CLASSIC
CAR
& RESTORATIONSHOW
With

SPRING’S BEST

CLASSIC CAR SHOW
23 -25 MARCH 2018

NEC BIRMINGHAM

1,000 Classic cars on display | Over 150 Classic Car Club stands | 350 Specialist exhibitors & traders
Spring’s largest indoor autojumble | Lancaster Insurance Pride of Ownership | Classic cars for sale & leading dealers
Classic Car Auctions | Practical Classics live stage | Carole Nash Barn Find
The Workshop, sponsored by SkillShack | Sporting Bears Dream Rides

SINGLE**
£16.50
QUOTE:

PCRS18CS
In association with

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
NECRESTORATIONSHOW.COM

FAMILY**
£35.00
QUOTE:

PCRS18CF

Sponsors

*All bookings are subject to a single transaction fee of £1.50. All information correct at time of publishing. Call 0844 858 6758 to book. Calls cost 13p per minute plus network extras. See website for all information. Tickets
include a show guide worth £4.00. **Club SINGLE ticket (adult 16 years+) offer only applies to Saturday and Sunday single day tickets when booked in advance and is limited to 10 tickets per member. The club FAMILY ticket
offer is limited to 4 family tickets per member, each admits 2 adults and up to 3 children (5-15 years). Hand in your ticket stub or print-at-home voucher to your club’s stand and they will beneﬁt from a commission.

Oulton Park Families Day - Max Walker
Bank Holiday Monday at the end of May saw Sporting
Bears Dream Rides invited to add a little more fun to
this well established day operated by MSV themselves
at the historic circuit in Cheshire. This new event in the
calendar gave the perfect setting to raise money for the
first time for Joshua Tree, who were so excited after a

make the drive all the way from Chester!
Of course the banter started for Max the moment he
arrived at security to be told “some Bears are already
here!”. Following best planning directions they were
parked near the soggy field, as Max was directed to
the tarmac. The team at Joshua Tree mobilised to set up
their gazebo next to ours as Simon and crew searched
out barriers to protect the Dream Rides garage, just
across the way form the onsite café with a waft of bacon butties. As the cars arrived everyone pitched in with
Bears in their natural event environment, moving barriers across carparks - with permission readers!
As always an amazing selection of cars graced the tarmac here, John led the luxury end with his Rolls-Royce
Dawn, a brace of McLarens, Porsche and Alfas com-

couple of years of smiles at Aintree to receive the call
to action here. It is something that in the North West we
are very fortunate to have an event like Aintree, where
charities who do not benefit from a donation at our

events can still enjoy the fun activity in support of their
families and build a relationship with the Bears.
As event organisers know, the planning at an event takes
place carefully with pre-event meetings, maps and
phone calls to finalise positioning, access & egress, various safety controls, etc. Then you turn up and they have
moved you. This time it was a fab move, from a now
very soggy field area to a corner of tarmac - good job
we brought weights for the Gazebo!
Alan Moss, who is trying for the record of attending
more events than any other Bear, plus organising a few
himself, turned up just before the event organiser Max.
To be fair to Max though, Alan has only driven his Lotus
Excel from Burton, Staffodshire - whereas Max had to
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plimented the GTD40 and Stratos cars looking natural
near the paddock. Finally David “cakes” Ferrari and
Michael’s TVR completed the selection, all supported by
Simon and the ESV.
Next to our area was the Red Dragon monster truck
crushing cars and making lots of noise, so we were extra
careful where we parked. The day was extremely well
attended with action on the track too - our cars busy
all day. The ladies at Joshua Tree were thrilled watching the smiles from folk donating and telling everyone
about the help they provide locally.
As always we had a team of people operating the admin desk, with Griff on camera It’s these roles that are
the vital areas to support the dream Rides activity and
it is fab to see drivers helping when they can, especially
by bringing cake, David. All this activity raised £3,500
for Joshua Tree which on a Bank Holiday Monday first
time attending is a wonderful result for the families that
will benefit.
Thanks again, to all the helpers, drivers and of course
MSV for allowing Sporting Bears to add dream Rides
to families day.
Max
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Bo’ness Hillclimb Revival - Andrew Carrie
This is our fifth year at the Bo’ness Hillclimb Revival, and
each year it gets bigger and better than before. There
is lots to see and do aside from the classic car display,
because the event is centred around the hill climb racing, including a variety of historic race cars, some over
100 years old, as well as a number of other classic and
interesting cars.
This year, they had a meeting of all the participating
clubs in February, to “pre-plan” the event. Yours Truly

some grown up
supervision, while the older children started blowing up
balloons with helium and tying them with bits of string.
I think it was helium, it might have been laughing gas
though...
Chris Cooney had brought an old pedal car, with a teddy bear driver and mechanic, so we set that up as a
little “pit-stop” on the grass. Once again, we had accidentally brought too much stuff for the picnic (ooops),
so we also ended up giving away cakes and biscuits
and sweeties and juice to all and sundry. But mostly,
to ourselves. The final count for the day was £123 for
CHAS, which isn’t bad considering that our stand wasn’t
all that busy - I think that being near the gate means
that spectators are either “too early, lots to see yet”, or
“going home after car show overload”.
Once again, a huge thank you to everyone who came
along on the day, with such an interesting selections of
cars for people to admire, and for your help throughout
the day, in so many ways, big and small. Everybody’s
contribution is greatly welcomed.
Andrew

pitched up, expecting to plan stuff - but no, it turned
into a grumpfest, with various club reps moaning about
stuff like the size of the windscreen passes - they are
too big to see past in a kit car, but too small to read
when you’re a marshall. So the passes need to be made
bigger. And smaller. At the same time. And that was
only one item, I’m not going to even start to explain the
more esoteric reasons some reps had to complain.
So, newly convinced that, as a club, we are pretty easy
to please, it was on to planning our own participation.
A major factor in the planning, was the fact that Dick
and Pat weren’t going, so we didn’t have a support vehicle to transport all our gear. Fear not, because it’s
amazing how much stuff you can pack into
a 1950s American barge. It has a boot sorry I mean “trunk” - like a supertanker’s
hold (and steering and brakes to match) so
I was able to take most of the stuff home
after “Classics in the City” in July. Cometh
the day, cometh the huge V8 full of tents
and stuff. Our stand this year was just inside the visitor entrance, so it was easy for
us to find. We staked our claim on our occupied territory, and starting setting up the
gazebo, and setting out the cars.
We had Richard Webber’s Lancia Integrale,
Mike Webber’s Ferrari Dino, Chris Clooney’s Panther Kallista, Fiona and Mike in the
Mazda MX5, Ron Dyer in his TVR Chimaera,
Hamish in a different TVR, his T350, Alan
Bell in his Lotus Excel, Sid Palmer in his Porsche Boxter, and of course, last but by no
means smallest, my own Chevrolet Bel Air.
The teddy bears set out their picnic, with
BEAR FACTS Winter 2017/2018
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Be part of the
world’s biggest classic
motor racing festival
All-inclusive tickets are
fabulous value, providing:
■ A packed schedule of historic motor racing
on the famous GP circuit
■ Full access to the paddocks – get close to
the cars and talk to the drivers
■ Great viewing from the grandstands and
on the big screens
■ The chance to display your car with likeminded enthusiasts inside the event when
buying a car club package.
■ Live music on Friday & Saturday evening
■ A vintage funfair & much more!

... all included in the ticket price!
“We just couldn’t believe the access.
It changed it from being an event we went to
watch to one we felt like we were part of”

Use our official club booking code.
The Early Bird price applies until 31 March

18029CCD

2017 visitor

/silverstoneclassic

@silverclassic @silverstoneclassic

Official Partners

/silverstoneclassictv

Book today at: www.silverstoneclassic.com/clubs
Official Charity

SHIRE BEARS

A

group of members meet regularly in the Northamptonshire area. If you are
interested in coming along, we get together on the second Thursday of each
month at the Overstone Manor at 8.00 pm. The pub is in Ecton Lane, Sywell and
the post code is NN6 0BB.
All are welcome.
Email: Dave at shirebears@sportingbears.co.uk or call 07901 501578 if you need
more information.

Luxury Motor Show Press Day April 2017 - Max Walker

T

he Luxury Motor Show has been a favourite for Sporting Bears as the event organisers are so supportive
of the Bears Dream Rides activity, having been out on
many rides themselves at the NEC, and also they are
massive petrolheads themselves. The event has seemed
to find a natural two year cycle, allowing the event to
develop each time, so it was with great excitement that
once again Sporting Bears were asked to be involved
in the Press Day too.

We decided to have a two pronged presence this time,
so Alan Moss created a static display with local Bears
cars, Andy, Michael and Andrew adding the McLaren,
TVR and Ultima alongside the LMS teams Porsche, Ferrari and Bentley in the Main Square. With Alan and Peter erecting the marquee helped by Andy and Michael,

the LMS team and myself jumped on a tram to meet
Simon and the Event Support Vehicle (OK I abused my
position and used ESV as a taxi!!) at the end of the line
to get to Goosedale venue in Papplewick for the start
of the Press gathering.
Here there was another selection of cars including
Sporting Bear Mark Andrews’ Ferrari, to compliment
event manufacturer and friends cars. As previously we
had the support of the Police and of course ESV with
uprated power since last press day at LMS driven by Mr
“can I put my lights on” Parish!
The charity this year was Rainbows, based in Loughborough which Alan Moss and myself visited with the
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Luxury Motor Show Press Day (cont’d)
LMS team to see where the funds raised at LMS would
help children and families. This was an emotional visit,
especially as we entered one of the chilled rooms for
when a child dies and is layed in a full bedroom, so
the family can see their child in their favourite PJs and
bedding, with personal pictures and music. It also has a
side room for family to sit in quiet contemplation. With
both my daughters now 16 & 18 it is a teary moment
to reflect on what the families who use the hospice deal
with, which reinforces why we all do what we do to
raise money with Sporting Bears.

the centre of Nottingham for stage two of the Press Day.
Here the families were interviewed for TV, Radio and
joined by another legend, Robin Hood and Little John
with Andrew Ball form Rainbows getting the message
across. The Bears
gazebo
stood
out in yellow and
the cars looked
great. ESV was
resting after putting all its lights
through
their
paces and the
Police bikes had
time to rest before going back
on patrol. With
the message delivered it was
time to clear
away and head
home, proud that
Sporting Bears were appreciated by the event to form
added value on the Press Day - now for the main event
in May? See report on Page 34.

At Goosedale the VIPs arrived, all the families that
would be our passengers into Nottingham sat in Rolls
Royce, McLaren, Bentley, Lamborghini, Ferrari, Maserati and Tesla cars, with our friend
The Stig once more
supporting LMS. The
press arrived as all the
drivers had their briefing with the Police. We
then met our families
and prepared for the
drive into town. Of
course we go the long
way around, out to the Thanks to all Bears who supported.
M1 motorway - rude
not to – and then into Max
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British Transplant Games - Andrew Carrie

T

he Polar Bears were asked if we could help with mini
“Dream Rides” on behalf of Great Ormond Street
Hospital, for competitors in the British Transplant Games
which took place in North Lanarkshire in August 2017.
The aim of the Games is to raise awareness of organ
donation and the NHS Organ Donor Register. More
than 750 competitors - all of whom have received lifesaving transplants - took part in about 17 sports.
Dream Rides were arranged for the early evening of

of 11 cars in formation on a route through Glasgow?
Easy. It turned out that the two police cars (which I had
assumed were there just for display at the start) were
actually on some kind of “special escort” training. Police Car 1 stops the traffic outside the hotel, we all follow Police Car 2 to the next junction, where she stops the
traffic, then Car 1 comes past to the next junction, and
so on, with rolling closures of junctions and slip roads so
we could all pass together.
The kids, of course, loved this “special escort” stuff, and
I have to admit, so did all the drivers! At one point we

Saturday 29 July, starting at the Hilton Hotel in Glasgow. Four Polars Bears took part: Martin Walkingshaw
in his TVR Griffith, Chris Cooney in his Panther Kallista, Hamish Cubitt with his TVR 350, and me with the
old Chevrolet Bel Air. There were other non-Bear cars
taking part as well, including a Ford Escort Cosworth, all came up a slip road where our sergeant in charge
a Bentley Continental GT V8S, a 1969 Pontiac GTO came up the slip road past us, and straight out behind a
BMW which was “tanking it” along the fast lane of the
motorway. He nearly stood the BMW on its nose when
she loomed in the mirror... he had absolutely no idea
where she appeared from.
We all did two runs with kids and parents, who were all
excited at getting a run in the cars. The noise through
the Clyde tunnel, there and back, was just amazing,
although drivers of some of the more sporty cars re-

(which is even bigger than the Bel Air), a Sandrail GT
(dune buggy), a TVR Tuscan Mk1, a BMW M3 and a
Maserati Ghibli.
We were all assembled by 4.30pm, along with two police traffic cars, and the kids (and parents) were free to
wander around and admire (and sit in) the cars, take
photos etc, while the drivers were able to familiarise
themselves with the route - I used to work in Glasgow, so
for me, it wasn’t too hard, but others had no idea where
they were going. How are we going to keep a convoy
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British Transplant Games (cont’d)
ported that the road surface was more slippery than a
Trump administration Chief of Staff.
Tea and cakes were available at the end, although
Hamish and I couldn’t find them. Tip for life - if you’re

As I said to some of the parents on the day, half the fun
of owning cars like we have, is seeing other people appreciate and enjoy them too. That’s why we’re Sporting
Bears, after all. I think I can safely say that all of the
drivers really enjoyed taking part - and the smiles on
these kids’ faces had to be seen to be believed.
Andrew

ever in a situation where you can’t find the free savouries, just wait and follow the cops - their cake-detecting
skills are unparalleled.

It’s Arrived!
Members Only Facebook Page

Your ‘Members Only’ Facebook page has arrived – search for Sporting Bears Members Page. This is a closed
group where only active members of the Sporting Bears Motor Club will be granted access to join. This page
is designed for members to talk about event logistics, issues or questions they may have about events in a safe
environment with each other, their regional organiser and committee. Use this page to
connect with other Bears to recruit drivers, get help with events or solve any challenges
you’re running into. It’s also there for you to share your experiences of events you’ve
participated in with your fellow bears.
When you’re posting on the members only page, please remember not to tag any
non-members or charities in the posts you share as they won’t be able to view what
you’ve posted.
This page will not be open to, or viewable by, the public.
Membership will be checked on Membermojo before access is granted,
and access to the page will be revoked if membership to the club
is not renewed. Please don’t forget the main Facebook page for
sharing fun stories and photos from an event you’ve attended,
or just giving a shout out to a charity we’ve supported. Find the
main page by searching ‘Sporting Bears Motor Club’. Many of
our regions also have a local page dedicated to events and activities in your area.
Stacey Taylor
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BEARS IN THE PRESS
Classic Car Weekly produced an NEC Show Special Edition of their excellent magazine, which was produced during the Lancaster Insurance Classic Motor Show itself, and we managed to get a two page spread with articles on

LIVING WITH CLASSICS
Our tales from the driveway, garage and out on the open road
YOUR CLASSICS NEC SHOW SPECIAL

THE STUFF OF DREAMS
Sporting Bears provide the NEC’s noisy dream car rides – this is the story behind those classics

porting Bears is a classic and
sports car club like few others.
Its unity comes not through a
shared marque, model or
locality – but by a single aim to raise
money for children’s charities.

S

RICHARD
SNOWDON

1987 FORD CAPRI
280
chanced upon this
car, as it was owned
by the father of one
of my daughter’s
friends. He showed it to me in
his garage one night and I
offered to buy it as soon as the
nose of the car was out of its
cover. In a strange turn of
events, I ended up buying his
house too, so it’s returned to
the garage I bought it in!
‘I had the engine rebuilt a
few years ago – the valves had
worn their seats to the point
they couldn’t be adjusted
correctly, so the lead additive
hadn’t been doing its job.
While that was being done, the
head was ported and polished
and it’s now producing about
175bhp (stock is 160bhp.
‘I then had the bodywork
done, for the second time, as

I

Since the club’s formation in 1989,
‘The Bears’ have raised over £1.5 million
for numerous children’s causes, primarily
through ‘Sporting Bears dream rides’.
This is a special fundraising activity
whereby club members take show visitors

the first respray I had wasn’t
holding up well. At the last
NEC show, Mike Brewer
recommended MB Cosmetic
Autocare of Northampton and
they have done a fantastic job.
Finally, Matt Rowe of Obsidian
Detailing helped me to get it
perfect, as it is today. I’ve felt
the need to do lots of work to
it, but it’s never let me down,
proving a very reliable car –
more so than my BMW Mini!
‘Sporting Bears is a great way
to both use the car and help
people. It’s like a family and
I’ve been coming to the NEC
with them since 2011. I always
seem to be the one being put
up for silly things for charity –
I had pink hair last year! – but
it’s all fun and I’d do anything
for the causes we support.
‘I think the experience
that has stuck with me most
is when I found out that the
elderly lady I was taking out in
the Capri one time had come
all the way from France for
the ride. I was astonished. I
also find it remarkable when
I take kids out in it and they

out for drives in return for donations.
The club has been doing exactly that at
this year’s Lancaster Insurance Classic
Motor Show, so we went behind the scenes
with some of the Bears’ dream rides.
❚ sportingbears.co.uk

know more about the
car than me – it’s
great to see such
enthusiasm for
the car from
young and
old.’

NIGEL
ATKINS

1973 MG MIDGET

Capri has been
uprated to 175bhp.
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‘When I got the MG, I’d just
been through a couple of
modern cars and had found
they just weren’t fun at legal
speeds, so I decided to go
back to a classic and found
myself this Midget.
‘I’d owned a Sprite a while
back and had loved that, so
I already knew what good
cars they are. I find they are
just so much fun, even when
you’re not going very fast,
being so narrow, light and
nippy. It’s an everyday car,
though I don’t use it every
single day as I have other cars
too. It’s quite practical for me
as I’m not the tallest!

‘It’s been modified a fair bit.
The most important thing for
me is reliability, so I’ve tried to
improve it in that way. The car
is now fitted with electronic
ignition, modified suspension,
an electric fan and a fivespeed gearbox. It’s just stuff
to make it more useable and
easier to maintain.
‘I have owned lots of other
classics, including a Triumph
GT6, Ford Capri and TVR
Griffith, and joined The Bears
back in 1997. I saw them at a
club event and I just thought
it was fantastic that they were
using the cars rather than just
displaying them – and what’s
more, in the name of charity.
‘I like doing the Sporting
Bears dream rides a lot –
they’re always very interesting,
but I also appreciate the social
side of the club, too. We do
a trip up to Cumbria which I
really enjoy.’

OWNED SINCE 2007 // TOTAL MILEAGE 50,000 // LATEST COSTS
£70 (rear brake cylinder)

OWNED SINCE 2005 // TOTAL MILEAGE 80,000 // LATEST COSTS Nil
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Nigel puts his ultra-reliable
Midget to use regularly.

Wednesday 15 November 2017
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BEARS IN THE PRESS (cont’d)
Richard’s, Nigel’s, Lesley & Martyn’s (or perhaps we should call him Marvyn from now on), Nick’s and Clive’s cars
as you can see. An excellent plug for Sporting Bears at the show, where we managed to raise over £35,000.
THIS WEEK p2-18

OUT & ABOUT p32-33

LIVING WITH CLASSICS p36-40
p38

CLASSIC FUN, GOOD CAUSE

It’s worth remembering that the Sporting
Bears give their time and fuel voluntarily,
so all the money you pay for a dream
ride goes to good causes. It’s also a great
chance to get into some classics, too!

p40

Our Classics: Beetle wing repaired and Mods & Consequences: How to
painted – and no sign of ornage peel!
improve Land Rover’s models

MURRAY SCULLION NEWS EDITOR

Family funster

BUYING & SELLING p42-85
Next week:
The latest
on John
Lakey’s
MGB GT V8
restoration

A drive in this must be
every schoolboy’s dream.

1950s wagon is an NEC hit
LESLEY VICKERY &
MARVYN WHITE

1956 CHEVROLET WAGON
‘We love 1950s cars and go to
lots of Fifties-themed events,
so we were pleased to pick
up this Wagon just last year.
We’ve owned lots of other
classics, including a Peugeot
205 GTI, Renault Clio V6, Aston
Martin and, currently, a 1942
Willys Jeep. The Chevrolet is
not quite perfect cosmetically,
but we haven’t had any issues
in the time we’ve owned it.
‘We’ve been with the Bears
for 14 years and have been to
the Classic Motor

Show with them every year but
one since joining. We’ve also
started going to the Practical
Classics Restoration Show.
‘We first saw the Sporting
Bears at the NEC – we thought
it was a fantastic way to enjoy
these cars and do something
constructive with them.
‘The most inspiring rides
we’ve given were for a bunch
of children a few years ago. We
saw a deaf man, who obviously
had a life harder than most,
donate

hundreds of pounds to allow
these kids to have a ride and
support our causes.
‘It’s things like that which make
me think we’ve got to do this for
as long as we can. Because our
car is a bit larger than most of
the other Bears’ cars, we are also
able to take families out for a
ride all at once, which is a really
lovely experience.’

OWNED SINCE 2016 // TOTAL MILEAGE 41,000 // LATEST COSTS Nil

‘I’ve been a TVR enthusiast for
15 years now – I’m a former
biker, but when you get to 40
years old it tends to hurt more
when you fall off, so I turned to
sports cars and started with a
TVR S2. With a couple of other
TVRs in between, I was lucky
enough to buy my dream TVR,
the Sagaris, in 2010.
‘TVRs get right under your
skin. The sense of occasion
when you start it up and go for

1989 FERRARI 328

a drive, the noise of the exhaust,
the styling of the interior and
the exterior, there is nothing else
quite like it – and for the money
there is not a lot performancewise that comes close.
‘I have my own welding business
and make exhaust manifolds for
all types of TVR, so I’ve changed
the exhaust system on my car,
fitted bigger camshafts, changed
the airbox, upgraded the injectors,
remapped the engine and added
a few other stainless-steel parts.
‘I’ve been a member of the
Sporting Bears for some six years;
the members are a fantastic
bunch of people who all have
nice cars and feel that it’s a way
of giving something back. I live
on the Isle of Wight, and over

an event in Leeds Castle. I was
doing the last run of the day and
the traffic was getting pretty
bad, so I didn’t think it was the
best ride. At the end, the boy
I had been driving around just
turned to me and said: “You’ve
made my day”. It really took me
aback and that’s what keeps me
doing it – everyone who comes
really wants to be in the car.’

OWNED SINCE 2007 // TOTAL MILEAGE 75,000 // LATEST COSTS Nil

Unbeatable thrills
2005 TVR
SAGARIS

different configuration – the 355
has a 3.5-litre V8, the 328 has a
transverse 3.2 V8 at the back of
the car. It’s got a dogleg gearbox
and no power steering so it’s
very manual – a nice driver’s car.
‘I noticed the Bears at the
NEC about ten years ago; I
thought what they were doing
was very admirable and seemed
like fun too. By then I owned
a couple of cars, so I thought I
had something to offer too, so
I signed up. It’s a nice thing to
do and it felt weird being the
one stared at in a Ferrari, having
been the one doing just that a
few years before. This way I get
to involve people instead and
show them what the car is like.
‘My best memory with the
Bears is when I was helping at

NICK
WHITTAKER

‘I’ve always loved Ferraris, I
had pictures of them up on my
wall as a child. I never thought
I’d be able to afford one, but I
managed to saved up and get
my 355. It was supposed to be
here, but the Italian gremlins
took over and it broke down five
miles from home, so the 355 was
recovered to the garage and I
brought my 328 up instead.
‘It’s a bit more sedate, more
of a weekend cruiser, whereas
the 355 is all about drama
and excitement. It also has a

Chevy gives families
a rock’n’roll ride.

CLIVE
FORD

Fallback Ferrari

Nick’s other car is ill – cue Maranello’s finest!

Sagaris is a regular Isle
of Wight show entrant.

the last three years have been
organising Sporting Bears events
on the island as well, which is very
rewarding. I get 24 cars together
from across the south of England
to come to the island and we give
rides to the children of the YMCA
young carers in the morning and
then in the afternoon we give

rides to the children of a local
special needs school.
‘Another favourite event with
the Sporting Bears is the NEC –

it’s one of the few events where
Bears are drawn from across the
country, so you get to catch up
with lots of friends, plus with it

being so busy we get to raise a
fantastic amount of money. I just
always hope the roads are dry
and frost free in the mornings!’

OWNED SINCE 2010 // TOTAL MILEAGE 49,000 // LATEST COSTS £400 (clutch)
Wednesday 15 November 2017
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SPORTING BEARS WEB SITE
Have you had a look at the web site?
Got any ideas you would like to put forward?
Please go online at sportingbears.co.uk and let me know what you think.
Andy Cooke
01604 870701 or webmaster@sportingbears.co.uk

Notices and Windscreen Cards
Last year Mike Webber made up some notices and windscreen cards which seemed to meet
with general approval. These would be of potential use to Dream Rides Organisers as well
as drivers.
Mike has kindly put them in a OneDrive folder
which is open access to anyone with this link:
https://tinyurl.com/SBMC-Notices-Windsceen-Cards

A few examples are given here, but there are
a large number available that can be used for
cool wall notices, drivers windscreen cards, or
even larger ads. Feel free to access them as
appropriate.

Page 28
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RAF Shawbury 20th Anniversary Charity Cocktail Party - Max

O

nce again it is less than a week and the Bears
are active, this time in a rather special event. The
history of this relationship stems back to Cholmondeley
Pageant of Power when the Defence Helicopter Flying
School, based at RAF Shawbury were able to fly displays at CPoP to show the skills of the tri-service (that
means RAF, RN and Army for us civilians) pilots and
used to happen in the same field as Dream Rides. Then
with budget constraints (not sure if that was MOD or
CPoP) they went to a static display only to engage with
the public at CPoP.

we all know any chance to have full lights on an RAF
base was not going to be missed, especially as Simon
has a close connection to the RAF. Final part of the
test team, Paul “camera extraordinaire” Griffiths whose
second home is a runway.

Black Tie Charity Cocktail Party
Testing completed we formed a plan on how to operate
on the day, thinking through car numbers, types, loading
and access to the runway. Once base Commander approved we went into action, asking various trusted members if they would like to feature their cars in this tri-serSo during this time a certain Baz Firth knows the team vice charity evening. Furthest travelled Mark “just stop
and when he takes himself all the way from sunny Som- me” Andrews who convinced Ali that it made perfect
erset to wet and muddy CPoP introduces the team to sense, needed all of 30 seconds to say yes, of course.
Max with a comment of you never know. Well it was Bob and Andrew were able to return but due to a fuel
several years later that a call came across, from a new
training officer who asked Alan Moss if Sporting Bears
would like to be involved. Alan immediately passed it
to Max and this is the result.
Test Day
We are reliably informed that Max likes to weigh up
the feasibility and is an expert on road going and even
now track events with Dream Rides. In his defence he
has never played - hurumph - operated Dream Rides
on a full 2 mile runway. So at the initial base meeting
pump issue on test day, Bob left the Etype at home and
brought the Bentley. Some did actually say no as they
were busy, but we did manage to muster willing drivers.
To keep it simple for admin, who would now be dealing
with cash, credit cards and military mess bills, we had
two price tiers….modern cars and star cars. So with
a Ferrrai 458, Mclaren MP12 and 570, Porsche Turbo,
he convinced the base that a Test Day should happen
to evaluate the process controls required to play, neigh
operate on this runway. To do this a classic car and a
modern car were chosen. “Hi, would you be able to
support a test day on a 2 mile runway?” Well, we are
all amazing people in Sporting Bears and the personal
sacrifice those people gave to run through the logistics and testing was second to none - we congratulate
Bob and Andrew taking their E type racer and McLaren.
Finally a chance to have ESV involved gave Sporting
Bears a stamp of they know what they are doing, but
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RAF Shawbury 20th Anniversary Charity Cocktail Party - (cont’d)
ably hammered in by Simon earlier. We took out some
of the ground crews, so they could experience our star
cars.

Alfa 4C and QV, Jaguar F type, Bentley GT and Aston
Martin DB9 what could the star cars be……..Of course
Sporting Bears members have some very special cars
and are always willing to help, especially if a 2 mile
runway is in front of them, so Tony brought the GTD40,
causing a stir on the back of his MACK loader, what a
sight, along with local boy Mark’s Lola T70 and Penny
added a 27 litre HIspana aero engined DeLarge which
is only fitting on an event such as this.
Part way through set up and thankful Mark and Ali had
made it, Max was told that local boy Mark was having
the diesel pumped out of his Lola, thankfully resolved,
refuelled and on to base to only find the keys to the
trailer lock had been lost - bolt cutters to the rescue
via ESV and the Lola was ready. Drivers briefed, with
extra energy in stating keep away from the multi million
pound helicopters and the team are despatched to the
start of the runway for a sighting lap, following the signs
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Once the runway is handed over to Sporting Bears by
ATC, the cars run down and work their way back to the
front of the Officers Mess. All lined up, helicopter display set, Bears in Dinner Jackets, Cocktail Dresses (and
those not staying after in shorts and jeans) the guests
start to arrive. It doesn’t take long for people to realise
how special an evening this is, Max broadcasts to all
with no regards for rank that Sporting Bears are raising
donations to help children in the tri-services charities
and that all the Bears are volunteering. We also chat

to the local Aston Martin owners club members who all
look like James Bond in their DJs next to Astons but it
is definitely the Sporting Bears that steal the limelight
here.
Every time the DeLarge fired up, people became brav-
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RAF Shawbury 20th Anniversary Charity Cocktail Party - (cont’d)
er - the sight of Officers in full Dress Uniform climbing into our cars and even Ladies opting for the Diesel
Lola brought a night of smiles. At sunset the helicopter flypast paused runway activity and then with a full

time, the top brass all came back smiling and thanked
Sporting Bears for playing on their runway. The final
act was to close the runway, relieve Alan Moss from his
position who had been in the control tower all evening
as our spotter, and ask Mark “furthest travelled” Andrews if he would take the ATC officer on the last runway dash…….. apparently he had to be persuaded, I
don’t think so!
What an evening - Sporting Bears raised a total of
£2,015 in only 90 minutes thanks to the enthusiasm of
the Officers and all the team who made this event a
success, admin, ESV, Alan “Tower Control” Moss, loading
and even the chap who emptied diesel from the Lola - I
think the residue was burnt through that evening.

lowering the flag ceremony has everyone at attention.
The Station Commander is flanked by 6 other previous Thank you all.
RAF Shawbury Station Commanders as
they announce with pride the 20 year
achievements bringing helicopter training into a single tri-service process. As
the ceremony completes Sporting Bears
have two cars needing to complete their
runs and the ATC have agreed to stay on
to enable this. With so many cars free,
Max decided it rather rude not to invite
the full array of Commanders to take
a car. When deciding the first choice
went to the current Station Commander
as they all agreed it was his runway!
In dusk conditions with the runway lights
on, the convoy took the team one more
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Ireland Road Trip 2017 - Stuart Thompson

S

ummer 2017 is in full swing. A few events attended.
Money raised. A few events planned. Ooh, what’s
this? An email from the Vice Chair. What have I done?
“Congratulations Stuart, your membership number was
pulled out of the hat today.” Oh yeah! Another event
to arrange. Dear Trina, fancy a trip to Ireland?

one else to investigate and possibly do the work - this
could get expensive.
The good news was it was only a hydraulic problem,
and a couple of skinned knuckles and profanities later,
sHREK is good to go. The tyre is changed, the spares
and tools put together, speakers changed so we are
good to go.

And so began arrangements to take the little mean
green machine (sHREK – see the pictures, it does make
sense) on its first big road trip since travelling from The first day involves a 220 mile drive to Fishguard to
Carlisle to Reading overnight in the remnants of Hurri- catch the ferry to Rosslare. We decide to cross the old
cane Charley in 1986.
Severn Bridge on the way, bringing back memories of
my trips in and out of South Wales when I was at colDue to my wife’s work and limitation on when vacation lege in Cardiff, but bless me, it’s not raining this time! At
can be taken, we decide to make this trip in November - a stop-off it occurs to me that I have not updated the
oh well, more probable inclement weather for sHREK to insurance to add Trina as a driver, and so when we get
put up with, but he had done it before! Crossings are on the boat a quick call to Lancaster puts that right.
booked and accommodation in the West of Ireland and
one night in Dublin are secured - 6 days all together.
The crossing turns out to be extremely smooth with hardly any wind, the first Guinness, and we arrive in Ireland
So a list begins to prepare sHREK:shortly before 4:30pm and start on our way, another
• Warmth - make sure the heating is working (for 140 miles, to Tulla in County Clare.
what it’s worth in an old classic car)
• Sounds - it’s time to add some decent speakers for It is in the last 20 miles that the car throws its first gremthe long trip to and from the ferry
lin - switch to high beam and we are left with side lights
• Spare tyre - time to change the remould! Who re- only! 20 minutes of troubleshooting later and we are on
members them?
our way avoiding high beam, with a mental note to add
• Spares - did I mention it’s an old classic?
a full fix to the winter list of “car jobs”.
• Address the clutch - and this could be the downfall
to my plan
The following day dawned as we expected, grey and
drizzly, and its Trina’s first drive of the car, ever. A short
I had experienced difficulty on a couple of occasions
with gear changes whilst giving Dream Rides and had already put this investigation on the list of winter tasks, but
with the pre-winter road trip that item needed attending
to, so it was time to break out the tools and clutch fluid.
A couple of hours later and the troubleshooting has led
me to believe
that a clutch
change is a distinct possibility,
but I now only
have 2 week- drive around a large car park and then we set off to
ends before the Limerick down the country lanes. I could have made it
departure date! an easier first drive, but by the time we are on the outWell, that was skirts of the city, she tells me I may have lost the car. I’m
planned well - just glad she is enjoying driving sHREK.
NOT! Time to
bite the bullet We rambled around the city, seeing King John’s Castle,
and ask some- St Mary’s Cathedral, and ending at the Milk Market
Page 32
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Ireland Road Trip 2017 (cont’d)
buying some local food for our evening meal.
On the Sunday we headed off into
The Burren, towards Ballyvaughn,
then onto the Wild Atlantic Way, a
1500 mile route along the West coast
of Ireland, towards Black Head lighthouse, and onto Doolin Cave, where
we went underground to see the most
amazing stalactite, the longest in the
Northern Hemisphere, and the fourth
largest in the world - a very interesting tour with a wonderfully enthusiastic tour guide.
We then set of for the Cliffs of Moher, and were surprised to find the car park quite full - it turns out that
this is one of the big tourist attractions in Ireland, and
there was a plethora of nationalities on coach day trips

On day 3 of our time in Ireland we decided to make our
way to the Dingle Peninsula, but little did we know that
we were not going to see very much of it. Apparently
we went over the Connor Pass, but only being able to
see about 50 feet in front of us, it made for an inter-

esting drive on single track roads, but with no pleasant
views. We stopped for lunch in Dingle, made our way
to Inch Beach, apparently named for the distance in
front of your hand that you can see, and finally back to
our final night in Tulla, and only the second car glitch of
the trip. The wind screen wipers refusing to park when
I switched them off; a few minutes of fettling and I once
again avoided the “cone of shame”.

And so our final full day in Ireland came around and
we set off towards the Wicklow Mountains, via Kildare,
Hollywood, Glendalough and The Sally Gap, ending
up in Dublin. We took a longer stop off at Glendalough to take a walk around the lake. It is at this point
from Dublin. We walked around, and were glad to that it’s worth noting although the November weather
have decided to don our walking boots as we see var- had been as we expected, we had personally not got
ious people slipping and sliding around on some of the really wet. The rain squall that came through the valley
“off-route” muddy paths (one poor American lady will as we hurried round the path corrected this situation
have had fun cleaning her white coat!)
and the working heater in the car was put to good use
on the run to Dublin!
Finally, we headed back to Tulla, via Spanish Point to
try and catch a sunset. Unfortunately, having made an In Dublin that night, we strolled along the Liffey, enappearance, the sun decided to hide behind clouds, so joyed more Guinness, and spent the evening at The Old
we headed off for our evening in a local hostelry with Storehouse in the Temple Bar area. The live music in
traditional food, music and of course a few more Guin- the background, my football team on the TV (winning),
ness (what is the plural?).
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Ireland Road Trip 2017 (cont’d)
We had hoped to drive through mid Wales to get home,
but 8 miles up the A5, the rivers on the road were getting worse, so we had to revert to a route via Chester,
Wrexham, Shrewsbury, Kidderminster and on to the motorways, with the wind seeming to follow us along the
And so, we had to make our route all the way home.
way home. The traffic in Dublin
the next morning after heavy I’d like to thank Tourism Ireland and Stena Line for prorain overnight, meant the few viding the tickets, and of course to the ferry staff for
miles we had to cover to the getting us there and back, and to whoever picked my
port took nearly 50 minutes, name from the hat to receive the prize.
but we made it in time. With
forecast high winds we knew We had a great time, driving nearly 1300 miles in total,
we were in for an interesting seeing some great sights, enjoyed great Irish hospitality,
trip across to Holyhead, but and we would love to do something similar again.
it wasn’t until we approach Anglesey that the Captain
informed us that the actual winds were higher than fore- Maybe not in November next time.
cast, and that local gusts had been measured at 45-50
Stuart
knots!
a great waiter and another lovely meal with the wife
made for a great sign off to
Ireland.

Luxury Motor Show - Max Walker

A

fter the Press Day once again the LMS team opened
their event to allow Sporting Bears Dream Rides
show everyone how our cars can be used for good at
events. Dream Rides were located in a large section
opposite the VIP courtyard, so we were the first area

course as a Sporting
Bears member was
there to share the
passion and passenger seat for Dream
Rides.
Alongside these cars
Jonathan arrived in the Countach, regulars Daz and Di
in Atoms , Alan’s Excel with the other Press Day cars
including a brace of McLarens. Neil’s Caterham and
David’s F-type were busy while Mark led a pair of Ferraris with Sarah and Neil travelling half of the UK to
help alongside local Andrew and his Ultima GTR.

seen by the public. The selection of cars gave great
options for the public to donate and experience Dream
Rides on routes that provided sedate country roads to
sweeping dual carriageways, with the first appearance
of Sporting Bears yellow Series1 Elise alongside our
regular Lamborghini Murcielago. The star car of the
show was Sporting Bears member David’s Pagani Huayra, which was not only there for people to see, but of
Page 34
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Luxury Motor Show (cont’d)
Whilst all these
cars are fab, they
are nothing without the team behind them - Simon
in ESV, Jo, Gemma,
Ali, Di, Marie, Ellie,
Hannah and more
to ensure we had
people filling in
forms, taking donations and getting cars in and out
safely. All the teamwork kept a steady flow of passengers, with a short break as the Supercar Driver memyes those who drove…….it is huge credit that many
of our team are getting involved with all the action, to
make Dream Rides a success.
So it may be 2019 before we return to Nottingham
once more, when we do it will be LMS as usual, great
fun and fundraising.
Thanks again.
Max
bers left mid-afternoon through our compound - it was
less disruptive scheduling this way. The Dream Rides
were quickly back on and the area was often just grass
as every car kept passengers smiling on the roads.
During the activities the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight
came over with the evocative rumble of the aero engines
making the ground based cars feel insecure in their exhaust tones - we know our place. This event was introducing Rainbows children’s charity from Loughborough
to both the Sporting Bears but also vice-versa. Over
£7k raised - I’d say
job done!
As always a massive thank you to
all the team who
came along and
took bookings, marshalled, cashed up,
set up, talked to the
public, smiled and
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London Dream Rides - Rolls Royce Return (Max Walker)
Five years - YES 5 years Sporting Bears have stopped
London in its daily routine so 10 families can be treated
as VIP Royalty for London Dream Rides. With the return of Rolls-Royce Motor Cars as our partner of luxury
alongside the London Hilton Metropole once again offering bed and base for the event, this year the families
were treated to Westminster Abbey.
As always mid-August, between Carfest North and
Carfest South, with the added Ignition Festival in Glasgow, we were putting in the hours to put smiles directly
on families faces again. This year the London event
clashed with two other Bears events in the area, which
is a massive credit to the membership that three events
within one area can happen on the same day. Sporting
Bears were delighted to welcome back the full support
of Rolls-Royce Motor Cars with an exceptional selection
of their fleet, including several Black Badge editions.
Simon Parish was thankful that he once again had the
RR Phantom, so he knew what to expect.

eral million pounds of cars through London for 2 days
with us.

We were then handed our keys, given radios and a lesson in the fleet of Rolls Royce cars that would be home
for the next 2 days. Earlier in schedules we had received the news that we would have over 4 exclusive
Black Badge edition cars. However, with this list was
the information that one of the cars would still be a
Once again John and Simon stepped forward to be the
Phantom,
much to the delight of Simon who loves this
drivers team leaders, Jo was already liaising with the
nominated charities, adding Lesley and Ellie as chap- model and relished the opportunity to keep pace with
erone leaders. Teams developed with John and Simon the Dawn, Wraith and Ghost models.
on point for the cars, now supported on the ground with
Lesley and Ellie and the final “who to ask” team leader Sat Navs programmed, radios checked, we were back
to the Hilton for pictures, the full team loaded and off to
on pictures was of course Paul.
London. Jordan led (they’re his cars, so only right), with
teams in order, we accustomed ourselves to our powerEach event takes over 12months of planning, with myself
ful steeds, through a planned route to make it as simple
and Simon visiting venues and John refreshing his Excel
as possible. We arrived at the Hilton London Metropole,
matrix skills at joint planning meetings. Lessons learnt
our faithful hotel partners each year. Here it was a
are talked through and this year even I was “dropped”
very quick unload of the team and luggage, with drivfrom driving, allowing me time to concentrate on the
ers then on to another longtime supporter and a very
higher level logistics between Hotel, Police and venue,
special car park, Wellington Barracks Parade Ground,
returning to our friends at Westminster Abbey.
home to the Guards.
2013 - Houses of Parliament and Westminster Abbey.
2014 - Westminster Abbey and Buckingham Palace.
2015 - No 10 Downing Street and HorseGuards Parade.
2016 - Greenwich Old Royal Naval College and National Maritime Museum.
2017 - Westminster Abbey.

Avid readers and the London Team will recall this event
takes 3 days to prepare, as our new supporters RollsRoyce are based at Chichester, with the Arundel Hilton
Avisford Park hotel nearby keeping the Hilton name on
the event. The drivers were up early and off to Rolls- This year we only had two cars lost in London and both
Royce to meet Jordan, who had been set the unenviable had been London drivers before, no names mentioned
task of representing Rolls Royce and looking after sevPage 36
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London Dream Rides (cont’d)
but both blamed each other! So out of the barracks
to collect taxis back to the Metropole where we all
joined some check in confusion as our usual contact was
away. Once sorted we had rooms, beds and ventured
downstairs for dinner. Here there was a typical “no
fuss” birthday dinner unbeknown to Julie King who was
celebrating her birthday by taking time out to drive in
London. We then retired to the bar area for a special
final briefing. I said a few words for no particular reason apart from the cake arrival, then it was full chorus
and party poppers to Julie’s complete surprise. One
team member was absent with an abscess, yes Simon
had woken that day to the joys that only dentist pain were then loaded into the Rolls-Royce cars outside with
can deliver, so Jo was duly despatched with cake and ooooos and wows. The forward teams were already in
taxis to take their positions, with other teams directly in
our thoughts for Simon.
place for photographs, and you could feel the smiles all
around.
Next day the drivers returned to the Barracks to collect
the cars. Jo Parish and team were set ready for the
families to arrive with Rob holding the base for drivers
luggage. At the barracks we had our traditional picture
moment, with a couple of the Ghurkhas invited to help
bring some standing to our picture.

Paul on GoPro camera duty set up in time, with Bears
near Buckingham Palace, The Mall and Trafalgar
Square, special moments were caught on these “driveby” points for the families to treasure afterwards on the
DVD - thanks to all, including one of the mums from last
years event who wanted to help knowing how special it
was - you all know who you are.
SEG gave the drivers a final briefing, Jordan from RollsRoyce listened intently as this was his first event with SEG
and he was lead car! The meeting lounge was buzzing
with excited families and Jo was looking forward to not
being bounced off London Buses in her bike taxi as happened last year.

The hotel had once again cordoned off the entire road
for our arrival with security, so we had room to park our
cars and the SEG bikes arriving later. Families signed
in with excitement
about the day ahead,
with a few words to
greet the families as
they were introduced
to their drivers and
chaperones for their
special day. Outside
the SEG bikes turned
up, synchronised in
everything they do
- a ballet with bikes.
The team came in to
meet the families who

Drivers briefed, families seated, the SEG team were
given the signal and WE WERE GO once more…………
well nearly as car3 apparently under pressure of having me ride shotgun stalled into limp mode - never happened in his Lola! The false start completed we were out
onto Edgeware Road, around Marble Arch and down
Park Lane, driving through calmly as the SEG bike team
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London Dream Rides (cont’d)
weaved their magic to clear the roads
ahead, into Constitution and we passed
Buckingham Palace. This is where excitement really rose for the families, as
inside each car was a BEARS VIP FAMILY, Bears Royalty for this special day
and as they turned up The Mall they
really did feel like Royalty.
We knew teams were strategically
placed along here to capture stills and
video as we crossed onto the wrong
side of the road once more to pass
through Wellington Arch and around
Trafalgar Square, (the wrong way!) to
drop onto Whitehall. As we passed onto the wrong
side near Downing Street tourists were clicking away
and must have thought wow - who is this? Our VIPs
crossed Westminster Bridge to then complete a first for
London Dream Rides, back across over Tower Bridge -

ceived with the SEG motorbikes. The team are a tremendous representation for our Police, they enjoy this
day each year and we trust bureaucracy will continue
to allow their support. Big THANK YOU to SEG.
The magic continued inside, as our team were all escorted to the restaurant, for a lunch and catch of breath
before going through the Great West Door to start a
privileged tour, complete with full permission from the
Abbey to take photographs inside. Westminster Abbey
is an amazing building, in full use as a place of worship,
historical building with significant Royal and Parliamentary connections throughout. On several occasions other
visitors would go to take pictures having seen our families doing so, to be quickly stopped and told “they are

yeah. The drive took nearly 40 minutes, which without
escort would have been over 2 hours, as we then entered Parliament Square for the final drive into Sanctuary, Westminster Abbey.
The SEG team chatted to take our appreciation and
then had to move off to their work with dignitaries, with
the families all amazed at the escort they had just re-

our VIP guests with permission, there are no pictures allowed inside the Abbey” - wow that made our families
warm to their already amazing day. One family even
caused a stir, as they were looking for their local poet
in Poets Corner, then the Abbey guide posed them next
to the wall plinth for pictures and everyone flocked to
see who they had missed!!!!
Walking through some families were passing both ways
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London Dream Rides (cont’d)

VIPs team picture (see Front Cover).
in our groups, all taking in the splendour of the Abbey
Now was the final time we grouped together before we
and its majesty as each corner was turned to reveal anall returned to the Hilton London Metropole, this time
other step back in time. With a time to return through
without the SEG escort, so we had to stop at the lights
when they went red!!!
Thank you to all the supporters, the Bears team and
their friends, the teams at all the sites, on the bikes, but
especially to the families, allowing us to share
a special day with them.
Each year I ask.... Next
Year......hmmmmm…..
where to?
the cloisters, passed the Grave of the Unknown Warrior
and the Coronation Chair, as all the families gathered
and were accounted for, the Abbey team then closed
the exit of the Great West Door so we could have our

Max
Sporting Bears Charity
Event
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A Charity Perspective on London Dream Rides
Hi, it’s Theo, I’m writing to let you all know about my
amazing weekend representing the Erbs Palsy Group in
London with the Sporting Bears Motor Club. This group
is a fab charity who all LOVE fancy cars and use them to
raise money for children’s charities. Look out for them at
the fun day this year!!

were part of Royalty.
I got very cross and
shouted at people
to ‘put your phones
away and stop videoing Theo!’.

Our
journey started at
9.30am at the
Hilton Metropole in London
where 10 special
families
representing
10
different
charities met
up to start the day. There was coffee for the Mums and
Dads and water for me. My mummy was a little worried
they gave me a glass but we avoided any disasters! We
met the Sporting Bears team and volunteers and even ran
into our lovely trustee Juliet. I really wanted to meet the
Queen whilst in London so mummy told me this lady was
Queen Juliet!!

Once we got to
Westminster we had
a lovely lunch (I had
chips) and had some
free time around The
Abbey.
After this our driver took us back to the Hilton Hotel for a complimentary
night’s stay. They even left me some chocolate cookies in
the room!
Me, my Mummy and Daddy had a really lovely time and
we felt really special. Thank you for allowing us to represent the Erbs Palsy Group.
Lots of love
Theo-James Swift xxx

We were told we were going in a Rolls Royce and would
be blue lighted to Westminster by the Special Escort
Group. They would be closing the road as we drove, we
wouldn’t have to stop at any red lights or junctions. We
would be treated like royalty! We even got our own special drivers. Mine was called Simon and I really liked him
although he said he had never met such a talkative 2 year
old. He even let me drive!!
Not only did I get to drive a Rolls Royce but I even got to
drive a motorbike belonging to the Special Escort Group.
Here I am with one of the police. They were very nice!
These lovely policemen took us past
Buckingham Palace,
over Tower Bridge
and even the wrong
way around Trafalgar Square.
Everyone stopped
and stared and
even videoed us
as they thought we
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Arundel Group - RDA
Arundel Riding Centre
Arundel, West Sussex
BN18 9BE
☏ 07436 885150
arundelrda@gmail.com
www.arundelrda.org.uk

Caroline McSean,
Charity Secretary, Sporting Bears Motor Club
23, Ranelagh Gardens,
Ilford, Essex. IG1 3JR

15th October, 2017

Dear Caroline,
Thank you so much for the cheque. Huw and Trudi are wonderful people and their team of
drivers are so generous with their time and fabulous cars. We are delighted and extremely
grateful that Sporting Bears are continuing to support the Arundel Group RDA, enabling us
to continue providing riding for disabled children.
I will shortly be in touch with Hugh and Trudi, but in the meantime would ask that you pass
on our sincere thanks.
Yours ,

Terry Clothier
Chairman, Arundel Group RDA
66, Milton Avenue, Rustington,
West Sussex, BN16 2PL

ARUNDEL GROUP RIDING FOR THE DISABLED ASSOCIATION IS A REGISTERED CHARITY No. 1074378

Bluefish Office Products Ltd are pleased to sponsor
The Sporting Bears Motor Club
by providing the clubs stationery requirements free of charge

We offer everything you’ll need for your office,
from pens to janitorial products
• Free next day delivery
• Outstanding value
• Fixed prices until 2017
• Many more products
available online

01604 706000
shop online at www.Bluefishoffice.co.uk

19 Gallowhill Road, Brackmills, Northampton, NN4 7EE
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Forthcoming Events*
January 2018
21

Midlands Start the Year Lunch

Alan Moss

01283 516114

alangmoss@hotmail.co.uk

Alan Moss

01283 516114

alangmoss@hotmail.co.uk

Alan Moss
Paul Bonsall

01283 516114

alangmoss@hotmail.co.uk

01539 623242

enquiries@fatlamb.co.uk

Dave Muttock

07910 501578

shirebears@sportingbears.co.uk

March 2018
23-25

Restoration Show, NEC

May 2018
5
11

Donington Historic Festival
Gambol V for Victory

July 2018
20

Silverstone Classic, Northants

* Please note that these are just the approved events. Keep an eye on the website which is far more up to date.

Caption Competition
The Caption Competition this time is taken from the Lancaster
Classic Car Show in November, and is of Steve Keenan (who
won this year’s Unsung Hero Award, along with Jan Wright
and Rachel Walker).
For those of you who know him, Steve is a great bloke, but
he is big, so I would (strongly) suggest that you don’t say anything rude in your answers, as your name will be attached
to them and I wouldn’t want to be around to witness the aftermath.
Answers as usual to editor@sportingbears.co.uk.

The Final Picture from The International Air Day at Yeovilton.....
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Headline sponsors
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L ANCASTER INSUR ANCE IS PROUD TO BE AN OFFICIAL
PARTNER OF THE SPORTING BEARS MOTOR CLUB,
SUPPORTING AND ASSISTING THEM IN THEIR AMBITIONS
TO R AISE MONEY FOR CHILDREN’S CHARITIES.

LIS.SB.A4P.2017

01480
400
943
www.lancasterinsurance.co.uk
Or to speak to one of our multivehicle specialists call

01480 220 150

Policy benefits, features and discounts offered may vary between insurance schemes or cover selected and are subject to underwriting criteria. Lancaster Insurance Services is a trading name of Insurance Factory Limited
who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (No. 306164). For mutual security, calls are recorded and may be monitored for training purposes.

